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	•	❑	1	Blood vessels generally have three layers: Tunica Interna (or tunia intima; internal; endothelial lining and a mostly elastin fiber connective tissue); Tunica Media (smooth muscle layer;  contracted = smaller lumen, relaxed = dilated); Tunica Externa (or tunica adventitia; connective tissue; may intertwine with surrounding tissue to stabilize).
	•	❑	2	Arteries—Two types: Elastic (Tunica Media mostly connective tissue, not muscle; these are the largest arteries: aorta, pulmonary trunk, and major branches of both); Muscular (also "medium"; media mostly muscle)
	•	❑	3	Arterioles—much smaller, usually just the endothelium and the tunica media
	•	❑	4	Capillaries—only vessels where blood and surrounding fluids can exchange
	•	❑	5	capillary beds are multiple capillaries from the same arteriole, feed a tissue area; each capillary in the bed is guarded by a pre-capillary sphincter, which controls the inflow of blood to each. Capillary bed flow may shift from one to another to another over time.
	•	❑	6	Veins: large and medium veins have three layers, venules only the tunica externa and an endothelial layer
	•	❑	7	Veins and venules have thin walls; medium veins in the limbs have valves which prevent the backflow of blood; muscle contractions of skeletal muscles in the limbs helps push venous blood back to the heart.
	•	❑	8	Blood flow is affected by pressure, resistance (friction, viscosity, and turbulence). (friction is the biggest impediment)
	•	❑	9	Blood Pressure: Systolic is the measure of the blood pressure when the ventricle is in full systole; Diastolic is the measure of blood pressure when the ventricle is resting. There is no changing pressure in the capillaries; they have a constant starting pressure of about 35 mmHg and the pressure at the venule is about 18 mmHg.
	•	❑	10	Because of the difference between the pressure at the arteriole side and the pressure in the venule side of a capillary bed, there is a pressure gradient. Nearer the arterioles, Capillary Hydrostatic Pressure (CHP) is about 35 mmHg while Blood Osmotic Pressure (BOP) is about 25 mmHg; this means that fluid, ions, small molecules crosses into the interstitial space. When pressures are equal, there is no net fluid movement; when nearer the venule side, CHP (18 mmHg) is less than BOP (25 mmHg), and fluids/ions/molecules flow into the blood. Some of the fluid to the interstitial space goes into the lymph system (≈ 3.6L/day) 
	•	❑	11	Pressures in the venous system drop to 2 mmHg near the Vena Cavae. In the thoracic cavity, the respiratory effort helps move blood through the vena cavae
	•	❑	12	Blood flow is controlled through autonomic control mechanisms and hormonal regulation
	•	❑	13	nervous system control responds to baroreceptor reflexes (stretch receptors in the carotid sinuses and aortic sinuses) and chemoreceptor reflexes in the same areas. Hormone regulation involves ADH, aldosterone, EPO, ANP, and other hormones and neural system input. Check out pp. 480-481 for four outstanding diagrams of these cycles.
	•	❑	14	If clotting fails to close an injured vessel, the CV system responds en masse. Short term, venoconstriction in liver, marrow, and skin helps to mobilize slow-moving venous reserve blood. Long-term, recall of interstitial space fluid and ADH/aldosterone systems promote fluid retention while EPO mobilizes RBCs.
	•	❑	15	Blood from the R Ventricle enters the pulmonary circuit via the pulmonary arteries, to the pulmonary arterioles, and finally pulmonary capillaries where CO2 is offloaded and O2 is diffused in. Blood then returns through the pulmonary venules to the pulmonary veins and into the L Atrium.
	•	❑	16	Systemic Circulation: see diagrams on pp. 489, 491-497
	•	❑	17	Hepatic Portal System: veins from the majority of the GI tract, as well as the spleen and pancrease, pass through the Liver (via the Hepatic Portal Vein) before returning to the Inferior Vena Cava, so that the liver can process nutrients, aid metabolic pathways, and screen for/filter toxins.
	•	❑	18	Fetal and Neonate circulation: two ubilical arteries feed the fetus from the placenta, and a single umbilical vein returns to the placenta. In the fetal heart, there is an opening through the Right Atrium to the Left Atrium called the Foramen Ovale; a flap closes this foramen after birth and eventually it closes completely.

